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Abstract
Most information we consume as a society is obtained over the Web. News – often from questionable sources – are
spread online, as are election campaigns; calls for (collective) action spread with unforeseen speed and intensity. All such
actions have argumentation at their core, and the conveyed content is often strategically selected or rhetorically framed.
The responsibility of critical analysis of arguments is thus tacitly transferred to the content consumer who is often not
prepared for the task, nor aware of the responsibility.
The ExpLAIN project aims at making the structure and reasoning of arguments explicit – not only for humans, but for
Robust Argumentation Machines that are endowed with language understanding capacity. Our vision is a system that is able
to deeply analyze argumentative text: that identifies arguments and counter-arguments, and reveals their internal structure,
conveyed content and reasoning. A particular challenge for such a system is to uncover implicit knowledge which many
arguments rely on. This requires human background knowledge and reasoning capacity, in order to explicate the complete
reasoning of an argument.
This article presents ongoing research of the ExpLAIN project that aims to make the vision of such a system a tangible
aim. We introduce the problems and challenges we need to address, and present the progress we achieved until now by
applying advanced natural language and knowledge processing methods. Our approach puts particular focus on leveraging
available sources of structured and unstructured background knowledge, the automatic extension of such knowledge, the
uncovering of implicit content, and reasoning techniques suitable for informal, everyday argumentation.
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1 ExPLAIN: Explaining Arguments with
Background Knowledge
Argumentation is ubiquitous in political discourse as well
as civic engagement. Debates are organized or develop in
social media, where content consumers are often overflown
with arguments of varying quality, and often what is explic-
itly said reflects only a part of the knowledge and reasoning
that underlines the argument.
Hence, the computational analysis of argumentation is
becoming an active field of research in Artificial Intelli-
gence. Common lines of work include the identification of
argument units [28, 47, 51, 53] and argumentative relations
such as support or attack, undercut or rebuttal [10, 31,
39, 51], the measurement of argument quality [20, 56] and
first steps towards synthesis of arguments [55]. While many
natural language processing (NLP) tasks can be solved
with surprising accuracy using surface features, arguments
are often rhetorically framed, and thus many approaches
to computational argumentation build upon linguistic dis-
course features when solving specific argumentation sub-
tasks (see e.g., [21]). However, we would like to achieve
a deeper understanding of the reasoning behind a line of
argumentation – a challenging tasks where surface features
provide little help. E.g., a lot of knowledge in argumen-
tation is implicit [57] and calls for leveraging background
knowledge sources for achieving a coherent understanding
of argumentation lines. So far, only little attention has been
devoted to this issue [9].
The aim of the ExpLAIN project is to endow Argumen-
tation Machines with the capacity of explaining arguments.
We approach this aim by performing deep natural language
understanding: by integrating textual analysis with back-
ground knowledge that arguments often leave implicit, but
that is crucial for making the overall argument structure co-
herent and understandable for a computational system, and
explainable for the user of the system. In [22], we frame this
vision of content-driven argument analysis by formulating
the task of Argument Explicitation, building on insights of
prior research in (computational) argumentation.
The structure of this article is as follows. Sect. 2 intro-
duces the Argument Explicitation task, defines our research
vision and relates it to existing research. Sect. 3 motivates
the role of content and background knowledge in argument
analysis and shows how the ExpLAIN project addresses
knowledge-based argument analysis. We design neural
models for Argumentative Relation Classification that inte-
grate background knowledge and show that in this way the
models achieve significant performance gains. Moreover,
the way in which background knowledge is integrated into
the model allows us to interpret, or explain system deci-
sions. In Sect. 4, we investigate arguments with implicit
premises, called Enthymemes. We study the characteristics
of specific types of knowledge and semantic types that
are left implicit in arguments and develop a classifier for
commonsense knowledge relation prediction that provides
a basis for reconstructing implicit premises in arguments.
Sect. 5 highlights further research we conduct in view of
future developments and Sect. 6 concludes.
2 Overview of Argument Explicitation
In this section, we present a framework that we propose for
defining and structuring the Argument Explicitation Task,
which we call KAME (Knowledge-aware Acceptability and
Model-based Explicitation) [22]. This framework is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The aim of argument explicitation is to
make the argumentative structure of a text and its reasoning
explicit, putting particular focus on knowledge, its interac-
tion with discourse, and implicit information conveyed in
an argument. The argument explicitation task distinguishes
two levels of granularity on which explicitation takes place:
(i) macro-explicitation – which focuses on the identification
of individual atomic arguments (an atomic argument consist
of one or more premises and exactly one conclusion) and
relations between them, and (ii) micro-explicitation – which
focuses on recognition, classification and reconstruction of
argumentative units within one atomic argument. At the
core of our framework resides background knowledge that
is instrumental for both subtasks. However, as we discuss in
Sect. 4, much of the background knowledge that arguments
rely on is commonsense knowledge that is not comprehen-
sively captured in available knowledge bases. We therefore
propose a dynamic knowledge-base extension step that in-
fers missing commonsense relations between concepts.
I. Macro-explicitation of arguments deals with the identi-
fication of individual arguments in argumentative text, and
of the relations between them. On the general level, one
can distinguish support and attack relations. This is similar
to Dung’s framework [15], but extends it with support re-
lations between arguments. Our aim is to use the relations
between argumentative units to isolate individual atomic ar-
guments (as defined above) and the relations between them.
For example, the conclusion of an atomic argument can act
as a premise for another argument. Similarly, the conclusion
of an argument might contradict the premise of a counter-
argument, a relation between arguments that is called rebut-
tal [42]. Or, the conclusion of an argument might attack the
warrant that the conclusion of a counter-argument follows
from its premise, a relation called undercut [42]. These re-
lations between arguments indicate the acceptability of ar-
guments, which is the ability of an argument set to defend
against counter-arguments [15].
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Fig. 1 The KAME (Knowledge-aware Acceptability and Model-based Explicitation) Framework. The dotted arrow indicates an optional depen-
dency. Thick lines indicate our contributions on core aspects of KAME: (i) in Macro-explicitation we develop models for support/attack classi-
fication with background knowledge; (ii) within Micro-explicitation we develop resources for Enthymeme Reconstruction: an annotated corpus
and analysis of the nature of implied knowledge; (iii) Knowledge modeling components for Enthymeme Reconstruction and Explainable Argument
Relation Classification: on-the-fly commonsense knowledge relation prediction and situation entity classifier
For example, consider Argument 1 [40]:
Argument 1 (alternative treatments): Patients do often re-
port relief of their complaints after alternative treatments.
But as long as their benefits have not been scientifically
proven, the health insurance companies should not cover
alternative treatments.
In this argument, the argumentative relation classifica-
tion would return the relations shown in Fig. 2. The task
of isolating individual arguments, that builds on top of it,
would identify [unit (2)] therefore [unit (0)] as an atomic
argument, and [unit (1)] as an anticipated counter-argument.
The anticipated counter-argument in this case would con-
sist of only a premise, with an implied conclusion, hence it
is an enthymeme. In the micro-explication stage, using rea-
soning, it can be reconstructed as [unit (1)] therefore NOT
aack1 2
0
Paents do oen report relief 
(…) aer alternave treatments 
[But, as long as] their benefits 
have not been scienfically proven
The health insurance companies should 
not cover alternave treatments
support
Fig. 2 Macro-explicitation of Argument 1: alternative treatments.
Support/attack edges indicate the relations between argumentative
units. The dotted lines isolate the atomic arguments
[unit (0)]. But as we show in Sect. 4, a large part of en-
thymemes cannot be reconstructed by using just reasoning,
as they also require background knowledge.
Sect. 3 investigates how background knowledge con-
tributes to the core task of argumentative relation classifica-
tion. Specifically, we hypothesize that background knowl-
edge relations that hold between entities or concepts in
different argumentation units can assist information that
is explicitly given in the text in accurately predicting the
aforementioned relations.
II. Micro-explicitation of arguments deals with the un-
derstanding of the reasoning behind individual atomic ar-
guments. Philosophers such as Walton [57] have identified
and structured Argumentation Schemes as patterns of rea-
soning that people use in everyday, informal argumentation.
Others, such as Toulmin [54] have distilled a more general
model of defeasible argumentation.
These models have been researched in the AI commu-
nity [16, 25, 26, 29], but most systems rely only on dis-
course features, are based on small training sets, and while
they are able to determine the scheme of an argument, they
are very limited in explaining how that scheme is instan-
tiated. It is also unclear how additional resources can be
gathered to improve results. However, this task is very im-
portant for guiding the reconstruction of arguments with
implicit premises (enthymemes).
The task of enthymeme reconstruction has received very
little attention in the AI and NLP communities [45], likely
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because of its complexity. As detailed in Sect. 4, in our
work, we take several steps towards solving this task, by (i)
conducting an annotation study to gather insights about the
type of information that is usually implied but not explicitly
stated in arguments, (ii) by exploiting static background
knowledge sources that characterize the identified types of
implicit knowledge relations between entities and concepts
and (iii) by learning to predict commonsense knowledge
relations that are not covered in existing knowledge bases.
3 Background Knowledge for Coarse-
grained Argumentative Relation
Classification
3.1 Issues with state of the art systems lacking
deeper understanding of argumentative
relations
Consider again Argument 1. When units such as (1) and (2)
occur in direct textual proximity, e.g., in an essay, they are
often connected with a discourse marker, as in (1), but (2)
or (1), however (2). By using such overt indicators – with-
out deeper knowledge about reimbursement regulations in
health insurance – we can easily construct such a graph, by
simply projecting the indicated contrastive discourse rela-
tion onto an argumentative attack relation between (2) and
(1).
But in cases where such discourse markers are not ex-
plicitly given, or the units do not occur in direct proxim-
ity (e.g., they are crawled from different documents in the
WWW), we can only successfully construct the graph by
assessing the textual content of the units and using our
knowledge about how their content relates to each other. For
computers, this is not easy: as our analysis in [35] shows,
removal of shallow contextual markers leads to a large de-
generation in the performance of systems that predict such
relations. This suggests that most state-of-the-art systems
for argumentative relation classification are able to learn to
identify discourse markers that are specific for particular ar-
gumentative relations, but are not able to assess the actual
content of the argument. This makes systems vulnerable,
since they will predict argumentative relations among ran-
dom sentences as long as they are connected by a fitting
rhetorical discourse marker, and – by contrast – will fail to
detect meaningful relations between argumentative units if
they are not part of the same discourse.
3.2 In need of knowledge! – Shallow or deep?
We distinguish two forms of knowledge for predicting ar-
gumentative relations: shallow and deep knowledge. We
expect a system that successfully incorporates deep knowl-
edge to perform well in two ways: (i) it should predict re-
lations on unseen testing examples with high success, and
(ii) it should be able to provide explanations for its deci-
sions to justify its choices. Previously, shallow forms of
knowledge, such as uni- or bi-gram features, have been
used to assess the content of arguments. But often this is
not enough to successfully predict the relation, and such
a system is bound to fail when units do not appear in di-
rect textual proximity (where discourse context cannot be
exploited) [35].
Researchers have also investigated sentiment as a proxy
for deeper forms of knowledge. For example, [52] use
an auxiliary feature that reflects compositionally computed
sentiment [48]. However, their feature ablation study shows
that this feature does not significantly improve performance,
possibly due to errors of the automatic sentiment assign-
ment system. A more advanced approach that makes use
of sentiment was proposed by [46]. They propose gener-
alized features for support–attack argumentative relations
that are derived from good-for/bad-for sentiment templates
and are used as an explanatory mechanism for argumen-
tative relations. However, while such knowledge may be
useful in principle, in practice it suffers from a lack of an-
notated training data and large-scale lexical sentiment frame
resources. Such resources may be costly to develop since,
e.g., such frames need to cover or generalize over different
domains, while new themes and debates are emerging as we
speak. In sum, while it seems attractive in theory to exploit
sentiment-based features and rules to approximate knowl-
edge-based reasoning, in practice, this approach depends on
large-scale resources and advanced models in order to accu-
rately detect compositional sentiment and sentiment roles.
Moreover, the approach is limited to an approximation
of deeper knowledge on overt statements and is thus not
applicable to implicitness in arguments. For these reasons,
we focus on deep knowledge from existing large-scale re-
sources. Below, we elaborate on ways to gain such knowl-
edge.
3.3 In need of knowledge! – Latent or symbolic?
One potential source of deeper knowledge is latent knowl-
edge embodied in language models such as BERT [13].
Research has shown that the knowledge acquired by such
models in pre-training can be leveraged by fine-tuning them
to advanced semantic inference tasks [58]. Inspired by these
insights, in [32] we formulate the argumentative support
vs. attack relation prediction task as a ranking problem. We
fine-tune BERT to predict the correct relation without hints
from the surrounding context. Given two raw argumenta-
tive units, we connect them with two alternative discourse
markers, using, e.g., therefore to place them into a support
relation, as opposed to however, which typically indicates
K
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Fig. 3 DBpedia relation paths
between Conventional medicine
and Alternative medicine
dbo:wikiPageRedirects
dbr:Convenonal_medicine
dbr:Medicine
dbr:Alternave_medicine
dbc:Medicine
dbc:Alternave_medicine dbc:Pseudoscience
dbc:Health_sciences
dct:subject dct:subject
dct:subject dct:subject
skos:broader
Fig. 4 Injection of knowledge-graph features for argumentative rela-
tion classification [23]
attack. We compare the probabilities that BERT computes
for the alternative statements resulting from the discourse
marker insertions, and predict the relation that obtains the
higher score. Our experiments show that this system pre-
dicts the correct argumentative relation better than a con-
ventional system [52].
One weakness of using latent knowledge from pre-
trained models is, however, the missing explainability of
such systems: the black-box nature of large language mod-
els makes it difficult to extract meaningful explanations
for its predictions. We are therefore focusing on deep
knowledge encoded in knowledge graphs.
3.4 Using knowledge graphs for explainable
argumentative relation classification
Our intuition is that the knowledge encoded in currently
available knowledge graphs such as DBpedia or Concept-
Net [50] can provide supporting evidence for argumentative
relation classification. That is, we expect that the types of
knowledge relations and chains of relations defined in these
graphs can be used to connect entities mentioned in argu-
mentative units and can help the system to make sense of
arguments such as Argument 2:
Argument 2 (alternative treatments ii): Alternative treat-
ments should be subsidized in the same way as conventional
treatments since both methods can lead to the prevention,
mitigation or cure of an illness.
Argument 2 implies that “alternative treatments” and
“conventional treatments” are both subcategories of medi-
cine, therefore justifying the analogy revealed by the dis-
course indicators (in the same way; both). As shown in
Fig. 3, background knowledge available in DBpedia reveals
the relation between alternative and conventional medicine,
as they are both concepts that belong to subcategories of
dbc:Medicine, as well as the difference between them as on
the one side dbr:Conventional_medicine belongs to cate-
gory dbc:Health_science and on the other side dbr:Alterna-
tive_medicine belongs to category dbc:Pseudoscience.
Following this intuition, in [23] we investigate the use of
knowledge graphs such as DBpedia and ConceptNet for
argumentative relation classification.
We design a system that processes two argument units
with a Bi-LSTM, that collects all path patterns that con-
nect entities mentioned in them up to a certain length, and
use them as features that we incorporate in the Bi-LSTM
classifier, as shown in Fig. 4. The use of these knowledge
graph based features consistently improves the argumenta-
tive relation classification, and the results convey that the
knowledge hosted in the two resources are complementary.
Nonetheless, our experiments also revealed limitations of
the approach: first, the employed knowledge graph extrac-
tion procedure is relatively unconstrained, which can lead
to contextually unrelated connecting paths; we also found
that the extracted knowledge graph paths can be noisy, due
to the nature of community-created resources; finally, the
aggregation features computed from the graphs cannot be
readily used to derive meaningful human-acceptable expla-
nations for the system classifications.
In recent work [38], we improved the linking of argu-
mentative units to the background knowledge graph by cre-
ating a dense subgraph similar to own prior work in [37]
and designed a novel gated architecture for knowledge path
injection on top of a neural argumentative relation base
classifier. The system performs relevance-based knowledge
path extraction and selection using graph-based unsuper-
vised methods and employs self- and cross-attention mech-
anisms to better take into account the meaning of the ar-
gumentative unit pairs. Commonsense knowledge paths are
K
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Fig. 5 Attention-based Argu-
mentative Relation Classifi-
cation with Knowledge Path
Injection (ARK) [38]
Fig. 6 Subgraph extracted from
ConceptNet for AT2. Concepts
from the text are in blue; inter-
mediate nodes in orange. Blue
edges portray relevant knowl-
edge paths from ConceptNet;
edges we add with on-the-fly KB
completion are yellow. We re-
place ‘related to’ relations with
predicted specific ConceptNet
relations (green) [38]
obtained from ConceptNet as a static resource and via on-
the-fly knowledge base completion of ConceptNet relations
using a multi-class relational classifier [5] that we describe
in Sect. 4, as well as definitional knowledge from WordNet.
An overview of the model is given in Fig. 5; Fig. 6 dis-
plays the constructed knowledge subgraph for Argument 2
(AT2).
With this system we run experiments on two datasets
with different types of instance pairs: argument-topic rela-
tions from Debatepedia1, and argument-argument relations
from the Student Essays [52]. Our enhanced model shows
strong improvements over knowledge-agnostic baselines,
both for the newly designed neural model (+4.43 percent-
age points) and a baseline linear SVM classifier (+2.48
percentage points). Ablation experiments show that (i) the
1 We publicize this dataset as a community resource: https://explain.
cl.uni-heidelberg.de/.
relevance selection model improves over random path selec-
tion; (ii) adding on-the-fly commonsense knowledge com-
pletion improves over using the static ConceptNet knowl-
edge resource; and (iii) definitional knowledge from Word-
Net yields additional improvement. Overall we show that
targeted knowledge injection is useful for argumentative re-
lation classification. We also show that background knowl-
edge improves model performance across different topics.
4 Background Knowledge for Enthymeme
Reconstruction
4.1 Implicit Knowledge in Argumentative Texts
In everyday communication as well as in written texts peo-
ple omit information that seems clear and evident, such
that only part of the message needs to be expressed in
K
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words [19]. While such information can be easily filled
in by the hearer, a computational system typically does not
possess the knowledge that is needed to reconstruct the im-
plied information. Especially in argumentative texts it is
very common that premises are implied and omitted [4,
22, 43]. These arguments are called enthymemes. Thus, the
logic of an argument is in general not fully recoverable
from what is explicitly said. Regarding our task of argu-
ment explicitation, dealing with enthymemes is one of the
core challenges. While explicitation based on Toulmin’s
model [54] or Walton schemes [57] may be regarded as
a tangible aim as long as the problem of implied premises
is ignored, we argue that most (informal) natural language
arguments are enthymemes, and their explicitation, which
includes reconstruction, should not be neglected. The prob-
lem of enthymeme reconstruction is arguably an AI-com-
plete problem. Broadly, a system tackling enthymeme re-
construction – called an enthymeme machine [57] – must
be able to answer three questions: (i) is the analyzed argu-
ment an enthymeme? (ii) which are the gaps that need to
be filled? (iii) which are the missing premises? Approaches
for addressing questions (i) and (ii) depend on the chosen
argument model (e.g., Walton scheme or Toulmin model).
Addressing question (iii) is more challenging, since it can
only be achieved with respect to (real-world) knowledge
available to the system. Such real-world knowledge can be:
(i) encyclopedic (e.g., The dog was the first animal to be
domesticated) which is available online through Wikipedia
and related structured knowledge bases such as DBpedia,
Wikidata, Yago; (ii) ontological (e.g., dogs are animal life)
which is available for instance through taxonomies and lex-
icons such as WordNet, as well as Wikipedia-based knowl-
edge bases; (iii) contextual, such as the purpose of the doc-
ument, the author, the time, etc., and (iv) common sense
knowledge (e.g., dogs usually bark when strangers enter
their space) which is much harder to source. While the first
two types of real-world knowledge can be accessed with
state-of-the-art entity linking tools, the last two types of
knowledge are more challenging, and are in general much
less researched. The ExpLAIN project focuses in particular
on reconstructing the latter – commonsense knowledge –
and investigates its role in argumentative texts. Our starting
point are lessons learned from human-generated data that
reconstructs missing and implied information in argumen-
tative texts.
4.2 Learning from Human-Generated Data
In a recent annotation project [2, 4] on argumentative texts,
we elicitated high-quality human annotations of implied
information in the form of simple natural language sen-
tences. The annotations were performed on pairs of argu-
mentative units from the Microtexts Corpus [39], a concise
(1-a) BER should be re-conceptualized from scratch
(1-b) even if billions of Euros have already been invested
in the existing airport project.
(1-c) BER is an airport.
(2-a) Capital punishment is not a solution
(2-b) as it cannot be ruled out that the judicial process
may make mistakes.
(2-c-I) In a judicial process it is decided about capital
punishment.
(2-c-II) Mistakes don’t lead to solutions.
Fig. 7 Annotations that explicate implicit knowledge (c) that connects
argumentative units (a & b)
(I) Fees result in longer durations of studies.
Annotation: C (fees, longer durations of studies)
(II) Dog dirt is disgusting and a hygiene problem.
Annotation: HP	
 (dog dirt, disgusting )/
IA (dog dirt, hygiene problem)
Fig. 8 Sentences annotated with ConceptNet relations
and focused argumentation dataset that is annotated with
argumentative components and relations such as support,
rebuttal or undercut. Annotators were asked to add the in-
formation that makes connections between given unit pairs
explicit, using short and simple sentences. We designed an
annotation process that involves several steps to promote
annotator agreement and that allows us to monitor its evolu-
tion using textual similarity measures [4]. Fig. 7 shows two
examples of such annotations: in the first, the main claim
1-a is attacked by statement 1-b; in the second, premise 2-b
supports the main claim 2-a. In both cases, the knowledge
underlying the connection between the main claim and the
premise is made explicit in clause c, by insertion of one in
the first two sentences in the second example.
To learn more about the nature and characteristics of the
inserted information and the overt argumentative texts, we
further annotated the data with two specific semantic in-
formation types which we found to be characteristic for
argumentative texts in two studies [3, 4]: (I) Semantic
clause types, from which we adopted the most frequent
types in [17] (states, events, generic sentences, and gen-
eralizing sentences), and (II) ConceptNet commonsense
knowledge relations [49, 50], which comprise an inven-
tory of 37 relations, some of which are commonly used in
other resources like WordNet (e.g., IsA, PartOf) while most
others are targeted for capturing commonsense knowledge
and as such are particular to ConceptNet (e.g., HasPrereq-
uisite, MotivatedByGoal). Two example annotations from
our dataset are given in Fig. 8.
Analysis. An in-depth analysis of our annotated German
and English data [2, 4] helped us gain insights into the prop-
erties of both argumentative texts and implicit knowledge in
K
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terms of structural features and semantic information: We
found, e.g., that generic sentences are predominant in in-
serted sentences, indicating the relevance of generic knowl-
edge for implicit information. Almost all sentences in our
data – both Microtexts and inserted information – could
be mapped to commonsense knowledge relations, which
highlights the fact that knowledge bases such as Concept-
Net play an important role in argument analysis and are an
important source for retrieving implicit knowledge.
Further correlation analysis revealed a number of prop-
erties that can guide future systems for automatic recon-
struction of implicit information: we found, e.g., that more
inserted sentences are needed when no direct argumentative
relation holds between units, and that complex argumenta-
tive relations such as undercut require more explications
than other relation types.
Correlation analysis further identified dependencies be-
tween the structure of an argument and the type of knowl-
edge that connects argument pairs: we found, e.g., that
states most often occur between units that are adjacent,
while events are frequently used for connecting argumen-
tatively related units. Finally, we revealed the importance
of causal explanations (as expressed by the relation causes)
as implied knowledge between supporting argument units,
along with generics.
These insights can inform our future steps towards
knowledge-driven automated argument analysis: Recon-
structing implicit information can make the underlying
logics of an argument transparent for computational sys-
tems and can be useful for assessing the strength of an
argument. By exploiting the observed characteristics of the
manually added implicit information – characteristic se-
mantic clause types and commonsense knowledge relations
in specific argumentative contexts – we can guide the pro-
cess of reconstructing implicit information in argumentative
texts automatically.
We addressed this next step – from manual towards com-
putational reconstruction of implicit knowledge – by de-
veloping classifiers for (I) Semantic Clause Type and (II)
ConceptNet Knowledge Relation Prediction – two seman-
tic information types which our analysis has shown to be
characteristic for (reconstructed) implicit knowledge in ar-
gumentative texts.
4.3 Classifying Semantic Clause Types
Detecting aspectual properties of clauses in the form of
semantic clause types has been shown to depend on a com-
bination of syntactic, semantic and contextual features. We
explore the task in a deep-learning framework, where tuned
word representations capture lexical, syntactic and seman-
tic features [6, 7]. Given a clause in its context (previous
clauses and previously predicted labels), the model predicts
its semantic type (i.e., state, event, generic, generalizing
sentence). We apply a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)-based
architecture that is well suited to modeling long sequences.
This initial model jointly models local and contextual in-
formation in a unified architecture and is further enhanced
with an attention mechanism that encodes which parts of
the input contain relevant information and has shown to
be beneficial for sentence classification [59] and sequence
modeling [14]. Our model implicitly captures task-relevant
features and avoids the need to reproduce explicit linguis-
tic features for other languages, as it can tune pre-trained
embeddings to encode semantic information relevant for
the task. It is therefore easily transferable to other lan-
guages. We performed experiments for both English and
German that achieve competitive accuracy (English: 72.04,
German: 74.92) compared to knowledge-rich feature-based
models [18].
4.4 Classifying Commonsense Knowledge Relations
Motivated by our analysis of the nature of reconstructed
implied knowledge in arguments, we developed a model
for classifying commonsense knowledge relations as repre-
sented in ConceptNet. Here the task is to predict one (or
several) commonsense relations from a set of relation types
that hold between two given concepts [5]. We took into
account the specific properties of ConceptNet knowledge
relations, which can make relation classification difficult:
a given concept pair can be linked by multiple relation
types, and relations can have multi-word arguments of di-
verse semantic types.
We designed a multi-label classifier (COREC)2 which
uses RNNs for representing multi-word arguments and in-
dividually tuned thresholds for improving model perfor-
mance, especially for relations with unfavorable properties
such as long arguments, relation ambiguity and inner-rela-
tion diversity. Our best model achieves F1 scores of 0.68
in an open and 0.71 in a closed world setting. For further
improvement of the classifier we restructured the relation
space by separating ambiguous relations, and add pre- and
postfiltering of concepts to reduce uninformative instances.
These modifications improve the classifier performance by
+9 pp. to 0.77 F1 score. The analysis of the results in differ-
ent configurations shows that the design decisions driven by
multi-word representations and threshold tuning improves
the overall classification performance, and that our model
is able to tackle specific properties of ConceptNet.
2 Available at https://gitlab.cl.uni-heidelberg.de/mbecker/corec-
commonsense-relation-classifier.
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4.5 Commonsense Knowledge Base Completion
Knowledge resources are known to be incomplete, and we
expect them to be more effective if they can be (dynami-
cally) enriched, on the fly, to offer extended coverage for
novel datasets.
In the ExpLAIN project, we investigate several ways for
enriching knowledge bases. We research methods for tar-
geted information extraction that use patterns in the knowl-
edge graphs to form more specific queries for complet-
ing relation triples [61]. Furthermore, we analyze link pre-
diction methods for knowledge base completion, including
studies on the impact of different ways of performing neg-
ative sampling [24] and novel ways of representing knowl-
edge graphs in a more compact, abstract way by combining
nodes and edges [30]. Finally, we use our COREC classifier
to predict missing knowledge relations for enriching Con-
ceptNet in a dynamic, task-targeted way: in the argument
relation prediction task (Sect. 3), we predict commonsense
knowledge relations that are not yet defined in ConceptNet
between pairs of concepts appearing in pairs of argumenta-
tive units, and insert the dynamically predicted relations in
the subgraphs created for knowledge path extraction. This
improves our model scores for Student Essays and Debate-
pedia.
Having shown the effectiveness of on-the-fly knowledge
base completion for argumentative relation classification,
our next step is to apply COREC to the automatic recon-
struction of implicit knowledge in model-based micro-ex-
plicitation.
This can be achieved straigthforwardly, by applying
COREC to predict knowledge relations between concepts
stemming from different argumentative units. While this
works well for establishing direct links, it can be com-
putationally prohibitive for multi-hop relation paths. Nev-
ertheless, COMET [8], a pretrained language model, is
able to perform target concept prediction for commonsense
knowledge relations, given a source concept and a known
relation type, and can thus be applied to predict multi-hop
paths between concepts by generating intermediate nodes.
Since COMET is trained on a language model, we expect
it to host knowledge that is complementary to COREC. We
therefore plan to combine them for improved accuracy.
5 Towards Argumentation Machines with
Deep Natural Language Understanding
Capacity
5.1 Deep linguistic knowledge for argument
analysis
Our systems for interpretable argument analysis mainly
build on neural architectures that we link to knowledge
graphs and a system for knowledge base completion.
In [32] we explored how to leverage BERT, a contex-
tualized language model, for argument relation prediction.
BERT has been shown to host rich linguistic knowledge,
including knowledge we find in background knowledge
bases [41]. Yet, despite being based on deep learning
methods, our work targets Argument Explicitation and is
grounded in symbolic knowledge representation frame-
works.
We believe that – beyond grounding argumentative texts
in external background knowledge graphs – our framework
can be further strengthened by representing the linguistic
meaning of argumentative texts using deep structured rep-
resentations. We therefore explore Abstract Meaning Rep-
resentation (AMR) [1], a framework that represents the
meaning of sentences as graphs that capture rich seman-
tic structure.
Current research develops neural systems for AMR pars-
ing [60], but these are still prone to errors. To obtain bet-
ter control of the quality of AMR parses, we developed
a system that performs a multi-variate quality assessment
of AMR graphs [34], by predicting fine-grained AMR ac-
curacy metrics [12]. Our system predicts AMR parse ac-
curacies with 0.78 Pearson’s  to gold scores. It allows us
to i) assess whether an automatic AMR parse is trustwor-
thy, ii) select the best candidate parse returned by alter-
native systems, and iii) create better automatically parsed
“silver” training data in different domains, to improve out-
of-domain AMR parsing quality as a basis for argument
analysis.
Another issue is that measuring AMR parse quality is
difficult in general. AMRs are usually evaluated using the
Smatch metrics [11].
However, Smatch performs symbolic matching and can-
not see that, e.g., the concepts foe and enemy are similar. We
developed S2match [36], a metric that is similar to Smatch,
but allows for non-symbolic matching and graded meaning
assessment of AMR graphs, to better assess parser perfor-
mance.
In future work we aim to extend this work and parse ar-
gumentative texts to semantic graph representations, and to
integrate them with background knowledge using our exist-
ing neural system. This will allow us to better explain the
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overt and implicit meaning of arguments with interpretable,
structured meaning representations.
5.2 More Challenges for ArgumentationMachines
A classical AI benchmark that tests human-like lan-
guage understanding is the Winograd Schema Challenge
(WSC) [27]. It assesses the capacity of systems to perform
commonsense reasoning and confronts them with difficult
pronoun resolution problems (e.g., The trophy1 didn’t fit in
the suitcase2 because it1=2 was too large). This challenge is
tough for machines, but easy for humans. To address this
task, we designed a ranking approach [33] that incorporates
linguistic features, for example, connotation frames [44]
that project subjective roles induced by a given predicate
(e.g., the subject of to violate is negatively connotated).
We believe that robust argumentation systems must be
proficient in answering WSC questions and thus consider
the Winograd Schema Challenge as an additional bench-
mark to assess the language understanding capacities of
commonsense-endowed argumentation systems.
6 Conclusion
We presented the major research themes we explore in RA-
TIO’s ExpLAIN project and our contributions achieved to
date. We defined the task of Argument Explicitation, which
frames our vision of an explainable, knowledge-based ar-
gumentation machine. We presented two major contribu-
tions, which we situate in the KAME framework. Within
the task of Acceptability-based Explicitation we propose
models for argumentative relation classification that we
ground in background knowledge sources and show that
the injection of knowledge increases system performance.
The injection of knowledge paths allows us to interpret
the system’s outputs, for enhanced explainability. The task
of Enthymeme Reconstruction is situated in the more fine-
grained Model-based Explicitation subtask. Here we identi-
fied types of knowledge that are frequently found to be im-
plicit in arguments and developed a dynamic commonsense
knowledge relation prediction system that is shown to en-
hance argument relation classification. Our future work will
address the full-fledged Enthymeme reconstruction task,
building on our developed systems. We will also investi-
gate possible benefits of deep linguistic analysis.
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